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PREFACE 

SRI-ARC 21 JUN 72 10703 
PREFACE, CONTENTS, SYNTAX 

This document is' essentiallY a collage of DNLS documentation 
cUlled from various sources. It does not oretend to be 
definitive. but Should SUffice to equip the new DNLS user with 
a working COMMand vocabulary and an orientation to the disPlay 
mo~e. 

Related documents: 

For information about TENEX and the Executive Command set: 

TNLS User Guide (7470.) 

This document contains many features common to both 
TNLS and DNLS that are not documented here, e.g., 
EXEC commands. a SUbset of the Output processor 
Directives, an~ Error Messages. 

For information about user programs and content analysis: 

L10 Programming Guide (9246.) 

This document is intended .8 an introduction to 
writing user programs and content analyzer pattern •• 
It assumes a degree ~f sophistication in DNLS usage. 

For information about the Journ&l: 

NIC Journal user Guide (7635.) 

This document describes the features of tne current 
Journal System. The Journal may be used only throulh 
TNLS. 

For hardcopy formatting directives: 

output Processor User Guide (6978.) 

This ~ocument contains a summary of all current 
output Processor uirectives. NOvice users are urged 
to conSUlt the output processor Section of the TNLS 
User Guid~ (see -- 7479.) before attempting this 
document. 
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For tne latest DNLS information: 

folklore Branch of DNLS Status File (nls.status,l) 

Users are urged to consult the first branch of this 
file for information a~out new DNLS commands, 
ctla.n~es. etc. 

For creatin~ NLS files offline: 

D~X User Guide (993~. ) 

this document contains a description of the Deferred 
Execution System (DEX) Which may be used to prepare 
DNLS files offline for subseQuent online editing. 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide 
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SYH~AX CONVENTIONS 

The fOllowing conventions are used in the syntax expressions 
throughout this guide. 

NAMED CHARACTERS 

special Characters such as Command Accept. Command Delete. 
carriage Return. etc. are referr~d to by names (CA, CD, CR, 
etc.) in uppercase letters. 

commandS are shown in lower ease. Most DNLS commands 
require that onlY the first character of each cOMman~ word 
be typed. 

COMMANDS 

commands are shown in lower case. Most DNLS commands 
require that only the first character of each comman~ word 
be typed. 

PARAMETiRS 

Values to be supplied by the user .re in shown uppercase. 
The names of these parameters will not cause confusion with 
the uppercase named characters. 

SYSTEM OUTPUT 

Text output by the system as a commanO is entered is Shown 
in lower case letters enclosed in square brackets ((}). 
Brackets are also used to clarify the command, e.g. the 
command Insert statement requires onlY that the user ~ypes 
"is". However, this is Shown as "l[nsert}s(tatement}" 1n 
the syntax representation for this command, even though 
over the Network, some sites dO not receive these 
characters. 

QUANTITY 

In cases where any number of entities m1lht be sup~lied bY 
the user, the entity is preceded bY the dollar sign 
character (9). 

DNLS Preliminary Referenee Gui~e {pa«e 7} 
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l>PTIONS 

Many DNLS commands ooerate on a variety of entities. These 
choices are shown in a vertical column. The gener&l syntax 
of the command applies to all chOices except where 
specified elsewise. 

CA means "command accept;" this is done bY pressing either 
CA key on the keYbo~rd, or the ri~ht·hand button on the 
ouse. 

"LIT" means any string of Characters input from the 
Keyboard or keyset. 

V!EWPSEC 

The term VIEWSPEC in a syntax equation means that VIEWSPECS 
~ay be set. Viewspecs are eY~lained in Section 5 (see •• 
10708,) cf this dOCUment. 

BUG Means the selection of an entity (statement, wor~, 
~tc.) on the dlsplay. 

DNL~ prelim1narY Reference Guide (page 8) 
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DNtS ENVIRONMENT 

Section 1. DNLS ENVIRONMENT 
1 

THE CONSOLE AND ITS DEVICES 1a 

The DNLS console is eSlentially a set Of ~evices mounted in 
or on one or more pieces of furniture. There are several 
stYles of consoles involving different types of furniture. 
but the component devices are always the samea the displaY, 
mouse, keyboard, and keyset. 1al 

THE DISPLAY la1& 

When DNLS is not running, the displaY .imulates a 
Teletype .- whenever a Teletype would issue a 
carriale return and ty~e a new line, the text on the 
di.plaY is moved upwar~s one line and the new line of 
text appears at the bottom. 1&la1 

When DNLS is running, the .creen i. specially 
formatted. The element. of the format are delcribed 
here very briefly -- more elaborate descriptions are 
to be found in appropriate sections of this dOCUment. 1al&2 

Feedback Area 1ala3 

The feedback area occupies the top two or three 
inches of the screen. It is divided up into five 
areas, each of Which contains a specific type of 
feedback information that tells the user what is 
goinl on and the state of his operations. lala)a 

VIEWSPEC Feedback Area lala3b 

In the upper left hand corner are two lines 
that indicate the current Itatus of certain 
parameters called VIEWSPEC., which govern the 
way 1n Which text 1. displaYed 1n the text area 
of the screen. Most Of the time thiS 
information is displayed in small characters, 
but durinc certain commands the characters are 
displayed in a larger Size, Which is a Signal 
to the user that VIEWSPEC parameters may now De 
changed bY entering code letters. lala)bl 

DNLS preliminary Reference Guide Section 1 
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Command Feedback Line (CFt) 

At ~he center of the feedback area is the 
command feedback line or CFt. This displays the 
name of the current command. such as "Insert 
Word." If there 1s no current command, the 
words "Command Reset" are displayed. Whenever 
the name of a command is in the CFL, that 
command 1s either 1n progress or "ready to go." 

1al8o)C: 

lala,3cl 
Under the CFL an up~arrow may be displayed at 
certain times and various positions. In 
principle, the meaning of this arrow is as 
fOllows: la~.3c2 

When the arrow appears under a word of the 
comman~ name, it means that the word will be 
"set" by any character that the user enters. 

For example, 1f the CFL reads "Delete 
Word" with the arrow under "word," the 
user may enter a "w" to confirm the 
command "Delete Word," or he may enter 
some otner Character to get a different 
command, e.g •• he may enter a "c" to get 

lala)c2a 

"Delete Character". lala3c2al 

on the other hand, if the eFL reads 
"Insert Character" with the arrow under 
"Insert," then any character the user 
enters will change "Insert" to 8omethin2 
else and adVance the arrow to the word 
"Character." If the user now enters an 
"r" the CFL will chanle to "Replace 
Character" with the arrow under 
"Character." lala)c2a2 

Additionally. When the arrow is under the 
first word of the command name. it cenerallY 
means that the user may either enter a 
character to change the word. or he May go 
ahead and execute the command. lala,3c2b 

When the arrow 1s under the second (or 
third) wor~ of the command, the command 
has not been com~letelY specified and the 
user ~UST enter a character to either set 
a new word or confirm the one that is 
there. lala)c2bl 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide 
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A. a convenience_ when the user wishes 
to confirm a second or third word that 
il already there, he May use the 
special CA (command accept) character. 

lala3c2bla 
UnfortunatelY, there are several 
inconsistencies and ambiluities in this .cheme, 
which the new user will discover al he goes 
alonl. lala)c) 

Address Area lala)d 

This area, which is usually blank, occupies the 
space just to the rilht of the CFL. This area 
is used cenerally to displaY file or statement 
names or numbers to the user durinl the 
execution of various comands. lala)dl 

Date/Time Area lala)e 

This area is at the upper r1lht-hand corner of 
the screen, and displays tne current ~ate and 
time. It il updated only When the diSPlay is 
recreated by some command (as this happens 
frequentlY during DNLS use, the time ~1sp1ayed 
is lenerally quite accurate). la1a)el 

Display Area la1a4 

The remainder of the screen i. the Dilplay area, 
u.eO mainly for displaying the user's working text 
-- i.e., part of the contents of some set of 
files, formatted according to VIEWSPECs. 1&la4a 

a. Literal-Input Feedback lala4b 

When the user is typ1nc in new text, the top of 
the text area is Cleared al needed and the new 
text appears there as it i8 beinl typed in. 
When the string of new text is completed, the 
display is recreated with the new text in place 
in the file as indicated by the user lala4bl 

DNLS preliminary Reference Guide Section 1 
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b. The Cursor 

The cursor is used during the execution of 
commands for selecting operandS from the text 
by pOinting to them followed by entering the 
special character CA (command accept) from the 
mouse or tne keyboard. lalaucl 

Whenever such a selection 1s permitted, the 
cursor appears as an uparrow (this condition 
1s referred to as "armed cursor"). lala4cla 

When a cursor selection is not permited, the 
cursor appears as a plus sign (this 
condition is referred to as "disarmed 
cursor"). lala4clb 

THE KEYBOARD lalb 

The keyboard closely resembles a conventional 
typewriter keyboard. It has upper- and lowercase 
characters. lalbl 

The keyboard has the usual complement of characters. 
plus the following special characters (none of Which 
can be used in text, as they all have special effects 
as soon as they are typed). lalb2 

CA (Command Accept) lalb3 

This character is used in many places in DNLS 
commandS. In general, it causes DNLS to accept 
somethin~ specifi~d or to do 80methng that has 
been requested. It may be thought Of as an 
"affirmatiVe" or a "confirmation." 1&103& 

It i8 basically used to terminate literal 
typein, select an operand from the screen, or 
give final confirmation for a command. lalb3al 

CD (Command Delete) lalb~ 

This special character is used to abort a command. lalbha 

CENTERDOT lalbS 

This is use~ to repeat certain commandS (such as 
the "Insert Statement" command) without having to 
respec1fy all of the parameters. lalb5a 

DNLS Preliminary Reference GUide 
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Be (Backspace Character) 1alb6 

Each time this key or the control A key 1s ~ressed 
one Character is deleted trom current input. lalb6a 

BW (Backspace Word) lalb7 

Each time thi. key or the Control A key is pressed 
one wor~ (i.e. one visible) 1s deleted from 
current input. lalb1a 

THE KEY SET lalc 

The keyset has one key for each finger of the left 
hand. The keys are struck in combinations called 
"chords," and each chord corresponds to a character 
or combination of characters from the keyboard. There 
are 31 possible chords; beyond this. two of the 
buttons on the Mouse maY be used to control the 
"case" Of the keyset, eiving alternative meanings to 
each chord. There are four cases used. for a total of 
l2~ possible combinations. lalcl 

A simple binary COde is used, and has proved 
remarkably easy to learn. TWO or three hours' 
practice are usually sufficient to learn the most 
commonlY used chords and develop reasonable speed. lalcla 

The keYlet was developed to increase the user's 
speed and smoothness in operating DNLS. It was 
found that users normally keep the right hand on 
the mouse, because the great majority of command 
operations involve & pointing action; efficient 
use of the keYboard, however, require. the USe of 
both handS, and shifting the right hand (and the 
user's attention) to the keyboard is distraeting 
and annoying if it must De done for each two- or 
three-letter command mnemonic. lalclb 

Use of the key set permits the user to keep his 
right hand on the mouse and his left on the 
keyset, reverting to the keyboard onlY for 
entry of long strings of text (typicallY five 
or more characters of text). lalclbl 

DNLS preliminary Reference Guide section 1 
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Originally. the keyset exactly duplicated the 
keyboard in function; in the developmen~ of DNLS. 
however, certain control functions have been made 
two-stroke operations from tne keyset wnere they 
would be three- or four-stroke operations from the 
keyboard. Nevertheless. it is still possible to 
operate all of the features of DNLS without us1n~ 
the keysetj thus the beginner may ~efer learn1n, 
the key set code until he has gained some degree of 
mastery over the rest of the system. lalclc 

THE MOUSE lald 

The ~ouse is a rounaed box-shapeo Object, about four 
inches on its longest side. Which is moved by the 
right hand. It is mounted on two wheels and a pivot 
point, and rolls on any flat surface. The wh~els 
drive potentiometers Which are read by an AID 
converter. and the system causes a tracking spot (or 
cursor) to move on the screen in correspondence to 
the ~otion of the mouse. laldl 

The user specifies locations in the displayed text 
by pOinting with the mouselcursor combination. 
This eliminates the need for specifying a location 
by entering a code of some kind. Use of the mouse 
is very easily learned and soon becomes 
unconscious. 

on tOD of the mouse are three special control 
buttons, whose uses are described beloW. 

Thp. three outtons on the mouse are used as follows. 

1. Right-han1 Button 

Whpn pushed and released without any intervening 
input, this button ~ives a CA (command accept). 

2. Center Button 

When pushed and released without any intervenin« 

laldla 

laldlb 

lald2 

lald3 

lald~ 

input, this button gives a CD (command delete). 1al04a 

When it is hel~ down while a str1n~ of characters 
is entered from the keyset, this button causes th~ 
characters to be interpreted uppercase -- see the 
la~ter part of this section. laldho 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide 
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3. Left-Hand Button 

When ~ushed and released without any interveneinl 
input, this button gives a backspace, causing the 
last input character (in a literal type-in) to be 

laldS 

thrown away. lal~Sa 

A backspace made durinl the ~rocess of a cursor 
selection caUses tne last selection made ~o be 
cancelled. la1dSal 

When it 1s held down while a str1nl of cbaracters 
1s entered from keyset, This button causes tbe 
characters to be interpreted as case 2 input 
(i.e., letters COMe out as numbers or punctuation 
marks). laldSb 

4. Left-hand and Center Buttons TOKether 

When pUShed and released without any interven1n~ 
input, this combination gives a backspace-word, 
causing the last input word (in a literal type-in) 

1ald6 

to be thrown away. la1d6a 

When it is held down while a LIT is entered from 
keyset, this combinations causes tne LIT to be 
interpreted as CASE 3 input (i.e •• letters are 
interpreted as VIEWSPEC contrOl COdes. See 
section S -- 10708,). lald6b 

DNLS preliminary Reference Guide Section 1 
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MOUSE AND KEYSET, CODES AND CASES 

Mouse 
Butt,ons: 000 010 
case: -0- -1-

Keyset COde 
o 0 0 0 X a A 
000 X 0 b B 
000 X X c C 
o 0 X 0 0 d D 
o 0 X 0 X e E 
o 0 X X 0 f F 
o 0 X X X g G 
o X 0 0 0 h H 
o X 0 0 X 1 I 
o X 0 X 0 j J 
o X 0 X X k K 
o X X 0 0 1 1 
o X X 0 X m M 
o X X X 0 n N 
o X X X X 0 0 
X 0 0 0 0 p " X 0 0 0 X Q q 
X 0 0 X 0 r R 
X 0 0 X X 8 S 
X 0 X 0 0 t T 
X 0 X 0 X u U 
X 0 X X 0 v V 
X 0 X X X w W 
X X 0 0 0 x X 
X X 0 0 X 'I "t 
X X 0 X 0 z Z 
X X 0 X 0 , < 
X X 0 X 0 • > 
X X 0 X 0 • I , 
X X 0 X 0 ? \ 
X X 0 X 0 SP TAB 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide 
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.3 
4 
S 
6 
7 
8 
9 
• 
( 
) .. 
AL'!' 
CR 

lb 

110 
-3- lbl 

lb2 
show one level less lb) 
show one level c1eeper lb4 
snow all levels 1b5 
show top level only lb6 
current statement level lb7 
recreate display lb8 
branch Show only lb9 
10ft 11:)10 
show content pasled 1bl1 
1 or k off lb12 
shOw content failed lbl.3 
show plex only lb14 
show statemnt numbers lblS 
hide statemnt numbers lb16 
trozen statement windoWS 1b17 
frozen statement off lb18 
show one line more 1b19 
show one line less lb20 
shOW all lines 1b21 
.first lines only 1b22 
inhibit refresh dilplay lb2.3 
normal refresh display lb24 
all line •• all levels lb25 
one line, one level lb26 
blank lines on lb27 
blank lines off lb28 
(nothing) 1b29 
(nothing) lb)O 
(nothing) 1b31 
centerc10t lb32 
(nothing) lb)3 
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FILE STRUCTURE 

INTRODUCTION 

Section 2. FILES 

When working in DNLS, one is at all ~1mes construct1n«, 
studying. or mOdifYing a file. DNLS tiles have a 
hierarchical. tree, or outline structure. 

1 

1a. 

la1 

la1& 
-------------------------.-.-------------------------.-- lalb 

0 • • • 
1 • • • 

1a • • • 
lb • •• 

lbl • • • 
lb2 • • • 
lb3 • • • 

2 • • • 
3 • • • 

3& • • • 
Jb • • • 
30 • •• 

)c1 • • • 
3d • •• 

3c11 • •• 
3c12 • • • 

3d2a • •• 
3c12b • • • 
3c12c • •• 

4 • • • 
4' • • • 
4b • • • 

5 • • • 
Sa • • • 

Sal • • • 
Sa2 • • • 

Sa2a • • • 
50 ••• 

FIGURE 1. Hierarchical File structure 

lalbl 

la1b2 
lalb3 

lalbu, 

lalb5 

lalb6 

lalc 

-----------------.-----------------------.---------.-.-- la10 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide Section 2 
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It would be difficult to overstate the importance of 
this structure in the design of DNLS; it is 
corresponQin~lY important for the user to understand the 
structure and its terminology. lale 

In the remainder of tnis discussion of file structure. 
note that every statement is heaaed by a string of 
digit! and letters. Tnese strings are the statement 
numbers associated with the file structure; they have 
been suppressed from the rest of the document, but are 
printed here as an example. Also, the reader 1s invited 
to observe the way this document 1s formatted; the 
i"dentation of statements reflects "level" 1n the 
structure. 1&1£ 

la2 OVERALL FItE STRUCTURE 1a2 

la2& EVery DNLS file is made up of STATEMENTS, entities 
which may contain any sort of text (every paragraph and 
heading in this document is a statement). 1a2& 

1&2al Every DNLS file has an ORIGIN STATEMENT or 
"zero statement". (The orilin statement has been 
omitted from the printout of this document). The 
origin statement is a "Oth-level" statement (the onlY 
one in the file). 1a2&1 

la2a2 Th~ statements immediately below the origin 
statement in the outline are "1st-leVel" statements 
(all section titles in thiS document are the 
1st-level statements). 1a2&2 

1a2a3 The statements 1mme~iately below the 1st-level 
statements are 2nd-leVel statements. and so forth to 
arbitrary depth. la2&3 

1&3 STATEMENT NUMBERS 1&3 

1a)a Every statement has a unique "statement number." 
This is a string of alternating fields of numbers and 
letters. The statement number is a primary means of 
addressing parts of the file in DNLS comman~s. la)& 

1a)a1 The first field always contains a number. 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide 
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la)a2 The numoer of fields is equal to the level of 
the statement. ProperlY speaking. the origin 
statement shoUld have no statement number. since its 
level is 0; for convenience. however, the statement 
number "0" is assigned to it. la)a2 

la3aJ The statement number (and its following space) 
is NOT part of the text of the statement; it is 
associated with the position of the statement in the 
file and i8 SUbject to change when the file structure 
is mOdified bY adding, deleting, or moving 
statements. la3&3 

1a3b When necessary. the @ character is used in the 
letter fields Of statement numbers as an "alPhabetical 
zero." Thus the 26 letters and the a can be used to 
form a sequence: a. b, c, ••• x. y, z, aO, aa. ab, ac, 
••• az, b@. ba, bb, ••• • 1a)b 

1a4 PRIMAR~ RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STATEMENTS la4 

1aaa The following relationships between statements are 
defined: SUBSTATEMENT, SOURCE, SUCCESSOR, AND 
PREDECESSOR. These are best defined by examples, with 
reference to FigUre 1 on the first page of thiS section. 1a4a 

lahal SUBSTATEMENT and SOURCE refer to the 
relationships between statements at ~itferent levels. lahal 

la4ala statements 1, 2, and 3 are 8ubstate~ents 
of the origin statement. statement la is a 
sUbstatement Of Statement 1. statements lbl. lb~, 
and lb3 are sUbstatements of statement lb. 1a4a1a 

1a4a1a1 Any statement may have any number of 
sUbstatements. la4alal 

lahala2 All first level statements are 
sUbstatements of the origin statement. la4a1a2 

la4a1a3 Given the number Of a statement, the 
number Of a 8ubstatement is Obtained by addin« 
a field to the end of the last number. la~a1a3 

lahalb SOURCE is the inverse of substatement. 
stateMent lb is the sourc~ of Statements lb1, lb2, 
and lb3. Statement 3c is the source of Statement 
3cl. la~alD 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide' Section 2 
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lahalb1 Every statement has just one source 
(except the origin statement, Which has no 
source). laialbl 

lahalb2 Given the number of a statement, tne 
number Of the source is Obtained bY removing a 
fiel~ from the end of the first number. lahalb2 

laha2 SUCCESSOR and PREDECESSOR refer to tne 
relationships between statements of the same level. 1&,&2 

1a4a2a statement 2 i8 the SUCCESSOR of Statement 
1. Statement 302 is tne successor of Statement 
3~1. 1a4a2a 

la4a2a1 Not every statement has a successor. 
The origin statement has no successor. No 
statement has more than one successor. A 
statement and its successor always have the 
same level and the same source. A successor 
specification with a statement h&ving no 
SUcceeding statement of the same level and 
source refers to the statement itself. la4a2al 

la4a2a2 Given the number of a statement, the 
nUmber Of the successor is obtaine~ bY 
incrementing the last tielo of the first 
number. 1a4a212 

laha2b PREDECESSOR is the inverse of successor. 
Statement 1& is the predecessor of sta~ement lb. la4a2b 

laua2bl Not every statement has a pre~ecessor. 
Th@ origin statement nas no predecessor. No 
statement nas more tnan one pre~ecessor. A 
statement and its predecessor always have the 
same level and the same source. A predecessor 
specification with a statement having no 
preceding statement Of the same level and 
source refers to the statement itself. la4a2bl 

la4a2b2 Given the number of a statement, the 
number of the predecessor is obtained bY 
decrementing the last field of the first 
number. la4a2b2 

DNLS Preliminary Reference Guide 
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laS STRUCTURAL ENTITIES MADE UP OF STATEMENTS laS 

laSa Given these primary relationships -- source, 
sUbstatement. predecessor, and successor -- we can 
define the following STRUCTURAL ENTITIES: STATEMENT, 
BRANCH, PLEX. and GROUP. laSa 

laSal STATEMENT has already been explained. laSa1 

laSa2 A BRANCH consists of a specified 8tatement, 
Plus all its substatements, all their substatements. 
ete. In the illustration, Branch 1 consists of 
Statements 1, la, lb, 1bl, lb2, and lb3. Branch 1a 
consists of statement 1a alone. Branch 4 consists of 
Statements 4, 4a. and 4b. laSa2 

la5a2a Branch 0, in any file, contains the entire 
file. laSa2a 

laSa3 A PLEX is made UP of a specified branch, plus 
all the other branches that have the same source. 
Plex la an~ Plex 1b are the lame; each consists of 
Branches 1a and lb. Plex 3a consists of Branches 
3a, 3b, jc. and 3d. Plex 3b and 3c, an~ 3d are the 
same as Plex 3a. 

1a5a4 A GROUP is a contiguous SUbset of a Plex. It 
is identified bY two branches, wnicn must be in the 
same plex. and consists of those two branches ~lus 
all branches lyinK "between" them 1n the same ~lex. 
Group 3d2c_ 3d2e consists of Branches 3d2a, 3d2b, and 
3d2c. 

laSa) 

laSa4 

la6 SECONDARY RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STATEMENTS 1&6 

1&6a We can now define the follow1n~ relationShips: 
HEAD, TAIL, END, UP, DOWN, NEXT, and BACK. 1&6a 

1a6al The HEAD of a specified statement is tne first 
statement at the same level that has the same source. 
Th~ head of Statement 302C is statement 3d2a. The 
head of Statement Sa2 i8 Statement ~al. The head of 
Statement 3a is Statem~nt 3a itself. la6&1 

1a6ala Head pertains only to members of the same 
plex. 1a6a1a 
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1a6a2 The TAIL of a specified statement is the last 
statement at the same level that nas the same source. 
The tail ot statement 3d2b 1s statement 3d2C. The 
tail of statement 4a is s~atement ab. The tail of 
statement 3Cl is statement 3el itself. 1a6a2 

la6a2a Tail pertains only to members of the same 
plex. 1a6a2& 

la6aJ The END of a specified statement is the "last" 
statement in the branch defined by the specified 
statement. The end of statement 3 is Statement 3d2c. 
The end of statement Jc is Statement 3cl. 1&6a3 

1a6a~ UP refers to the statement that is one level 
higher than the current statement an~ ~recedes the 
current statement. For examDle, statement 3 is UP 
from statement Je. la6&4 

1a6aS DOWN refers to the statement following the 
current statement that 18 one level lower. For 
example. statement 4& is down from statement 4. la6aS 

la6aSa Any down speeificat10n with a statement 
havin, no following statement at a lower level 
refers to the statement itself. ThUs, excess d 
specifications are ignored. la6aSa 

1a6a6 NEXT refers to the statement immediatelY 
following the current statment re«ar~less of· level or 
of source. For example, statement 4b is next to 
statement hai statement 5 is next to statement 4b. 1a6&6 

1a6a7 BACK refers to the statement immediatelY 
preceding the current statement regardless of level 
and source. For example, 4b is back from statement 
~. 
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FILE CONTENT 
lb 

FILE NAMES 1b1 

The names of files in TENEX/DNLS are of the following 
form: lbla 

(DIRECTORY)FILENAME.EXTENSION;VERSION * lb1al 

where lblb 

DIRECTORY = 1-39 alphanumeric characters, lblbl 

exc1u~inl control characters, non"~rinting 
characters, period (.), and semicolon (J). This 
element is a TENEX user name and is required only 
when a user referenees a tile belon~ing to a 
directory other than his own (or the one to which 
he is currently connected). lblb1a 

FILENAME = 1-39 alPhanumeric characters, lblb2 

exclu~ing control characters, non-printing 
characters, periOd (.), and semicOlon (j) lblb2a 

EXTENSION c 1-39 alphanumeric characters, lblb3 

excluding characters control, non-printing 
characters, perio~ (.), an~ seMicolon (j) lblb)a 

VERSION ~. a nUMeric value (1 to 131071) 

The length of the entire filename (including the 
delimiters. and ;) must not exceed 39 characters. 
otherwise, there are no restrictions on the length of 

lblb4 

any field Within the total filename. • lblc 
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TYPES OF FILES lb2 

There i8 a variety of types of files that are generated 
within DNLS. When a user enters DNLS for the first 
time, he is automatically assigned a file by DNLS. The 
file is ~mpty except for a dUmmy origin statement Which 
contains his identification string as a filename, an 
extension name "DNLS" and version number l; this file 1. 
referred to an the user's "initial file". Within DNLS 
itself, files are created by using the Output File and 
output Device commands, see File commands described in 
the latter part of this section. lb2a 

At this point it is necessary to identify the types of 
files used bY the DNLS User. Although the user may use 
any identifier as an extension name, the eonvention 
generally followed by the DNLS user «roup is to identifY 
the type of the file by the extension name wherel 1b2b 

DNLS = an DNLS file 

PC = a partial COpy file created by DNLS when the 
file 1s edited in any way 

(NO.). a sequential file for hardcoPY output Where 
NO. is the number of copie. Renerate~ When 
the file is printed 

one of these extension names is automaticallY sUPPlie~ 
bY ~he system Whenever the user fails to specify 
extension name in a command, aependinr. on the operation 

lb2bl 

lb2b2 

lb2b3 

bein~ performed. lb2c 

DNLS FILES lb2d 

An DNLS tile is a file WhiCh may be edited or viewed 
in DNLS. DNLS files are created within DNLS in two 
ways: When the user enters DNLS for the first time. 
a file bearing the users i~ent1fication atring as its 
filename 1s created bY the system: and when the uSer 
iS8U@S the Out~ut File command and specifies a new 
file. lb2dl 
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PARTIAL COpy FILES lb2e 

Whenever an DNLS file is modifie~ a part1&1 copy file 
is automaticallY created by the system for that tile. 
partial COpy files have an extension name "PC" an~ 
may be used onlY in conjunction with &n DNLS file. 
That is. the user may not load. COpy, etc. a partial 
copy file. lb2el 

When a user attem~ts to modify &n DNLS file, he is 
actually working on the ~art1al co~y associ&ted with 
that file. Mo~ificat1ons are actually made to an 
DNLS file only by operations which mer,e to it the 
contents of its partial copy. lb2e2 

When a partial copy exists for & particular tile, the 
file is considered "locked". i.e. no other partial 
copy may be made for the file. This feature prevents 
other users from mOdifying the file. A file remains 
locked until the user UPdates, out~uts, or unlockS 
the tile via the COMmands aescribed 1n the latter 
part of this section. 1~2e3 
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SEQUENTIAL ACCESS FILES lb2t 

The hardcopy devices used by the system require 
sequential files, i.e., files that are processed as a 
sequence of characters. Any file that i3 to be 
output at a terminal requires processing by the 
output Device comman~ which essentially takes a DNLS 
file an~ cOPies it into a seqUential file for 
processin~ on a specific device. If the user, When 
issuing the output Device commano allows the system 
to 'create' an extension name for the sequential 
file, the extension name will be some number 
dependin~ on the number of copies of the file desired 
by the user. lb2fl 

SYSTEM CREATION OF FILES lb3 

The TENEX system automaticallY create. files for the 
user under a variety of cirCUMstances. lb)a 

NEW FILENAME lb)al 

When the user enters the DNLS system for the firs~ 
time DNLS automaticallY creates a file for him 
with the name "user's identification 
strin~.DNLS;l". lblala 

When the user makes changes to a file in the DNLS 
SUbsystem, tne system automatically creates a 
partial copy file for tne opene~ file. This file 
contains the changes made to the original file. 
with the DNLS comman~ Update File. the user can 
cause tne system to add the changes back into the 
original and delete the partial copy. The system 
lists partial copies in the user's tile ~irectorY 
as separate files with a new file name that it 
creates in the for~ (USERNAME)FILENAME.PCJ#. lb)alb 

NEW EXTENSION NAMES lb)&2 

If when the USer issues the Output File command in 
DNLS, he enters a unique (to his directory) 
FILENAME fOllowed by a CA. The system will 
automaticallY assign the file tne extension name 
"DNLS". SimilarlY, When the user issues the 
Output Device command, the system automaticallY 
assigns the file tne extension name "TXT". lb)a2a 
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NEW VERSION NUMBERS lb)a3 

If, When the user outputs a file from DNLS, ne 
enter. a FILENAME that exists in nil directory. 
the system w1ll automaticallY ass1«n tne file the 
next higher version number. 

lb)a)a 

USER CREATION OF FILES lba 

The uler may create a new DNLS file by usinc the Up~ate 
or output comman~J text tiles are crete~ bY using the 
output Device command. These comman~. are described in 
the next part ot this section. loka 

INFORMATION IN THE ORIGIN STATEMENT OF A FIL! lbS 

The origin statement of a named file begins with the 
filename, the date and time of the lalt mo~ification to 
tne f1le (or date of creation if it 11 unmo~1fied), and 
the identification .tring Of the user who mOdified or 
create~ it (endinc with a semicolon). AI explained 
below, thiS information 11 automaticallY maintained by 
the sYlt~m. lbSa 

ExamPle: 
(SMITH)FILE.DNLS)22, 24-MAY-7l 11:50 SSS ;7, 19-14:48 
sss lb5al 
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FILE MANIPULATION AND INPUT/OUTPUT COMMANDS 

LOAD FILE lel 

The loaO file command causes the file specif1e~ to be 
opened and made available to the user for work in the 
DNLS subsystem. lela 

l(oad) f{ile} FILENAME CA lc~al 

Wh~re FILENAME • the name of the file to be opened. lcla2 

If the user enters only the name field of 
FILENAME, extension DNLS and the highest version 
number. are the default values for the remaining 
fields. If the file belongs to another user's 
directory, FILENAME must include the a1reetory 
name enclosed in anglebraeket8. lcla2a 

When this command is executea. any file and any 
associated Dartial COpy currently Open 1s automaticallY 
closed before the the file specif1e~ in the load file 
command is opened. lclb 

If the file being loaded has an associated partial 
copy, the partial copy is also opened. lclbl 

The user may ODen a file from another user's 
directory by prefacing FILENAME with <other user's 
name>. However, if the tile has an associated 
partial copy created by the other user, the file will 
be "locked Q to further chang~s by anyone but the 
other user (the file maY be read onlY). In this 
case, the user may either request the other user to 
unlock the file. or he may copy tne file (in EXEC) so 
that he has a copy in his own directory. However, 
when the file is copied in EXEC, the partial copy 
that causes the file to be locke~ is not also copied. lclb2 

The file being opened must be an DNLS file. lclb) 

The user may also access fil~s by using links, lclb4 

Example: lclc 

1 f myfile CA lclcl 
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causes the system to open the most recent version 
of the file mYfile.nls in the current user's 
directory. lclcla 

1 f <smith>rate.nlsiJ lclc2 

causes the system to open a file named 
"rate.nls;)" belonging to the directory SMITH. 

lclc2a 

UPDATE FILE lc2 

The u~date file command causes the system to merge tne 
contents of the current DNLS file with its current 
partial COPY. The file create~ by this merge can either 
be written onto a new verBion of the lame file. or 
written over the old version of the file. lc2a 

u(Pdate file new version FILENAME} CA 
o(ld version FILENAME} CA 

Note: in general. updating to a new version is "safer" 
than updatin« to an old version. In the event of a 
system craSh during an up~ate to an old verSion, that 
version may be "lost" (along with its partial copy). If 
a craSh should occur during an update to a new version. 
tne original version and partial co~y are not affected 

lc2al 

even though the new version may be lost. lc2b 

When updating to an old or new VerSion. the current 
partial copy is automaticallY deleteO (but not expungeo) 
bY the system. lc2c 

Instead of incorporatinc the partial COpy into the 
current file. the user may delete all changes made to 
the file since the las~ update or output operation bY 
using the Execute Unlock command wnicn deletes the 
current oartial copy. lc2d 

Example: If the current tile 18 APPLE;DNLS.4 

U 0 CA 

causes the current file to remain APPLE.DNLS;4 

u CA 
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causes the current file to be chanle~ to 
APPLE.DNLS;S 

lc2e2a 

OUTPUT FILE lc) 

The output File comman~ causes the system to copy the 
content of the currently open file and its &ssoe1&te~ 
partial copy to the filename specified. lc)a 

o{utputJ f(ileJ FILENAME CA le)al 

Where FILENAME = the name Of the tile to be created. lc)b 

If onlY the name field Of FILENAME is supplied, the 
system creates a file having the extension name 
"DNLS" an~ assigns it the next highest version 
number. lc3bl 

The origin statement of the destination file will 
contain FILENAME, the current date and time, and the 
identification string of the user Who is creating the 
file. lc3c 

The contents of the currentlY open file and its partial 
copy are then copied into the named file. Finally, the 
named file is opene~ and the currently open file is 
closeadand its partial copy 18 automaticallY deleted 
(but not expunged) by the system. Thus the Output File 
command alWays leaves you with the name~ file open. lc3d 

The difference between output File ana Up~ate File is 
that the file being created by Output File is ordered 
internallY to provide more effiCient access and 
storage. lc3dl 

An attempt to perform an out~ut operation using 
same filename and version nuaber a. the current 
will cause the system to issue the mes.ale: 

FILE BUSY 

and the command will not be executed. 

When this command is executed, any partial copy 
associated with the file being output is ~eleted 
not expunged). 

Example: if there i8 a file APPLE.DNtSJ4 
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o f aDele CA create. a tile APPLE.DNLS;S 

OUTPUT/UPDATE LOCKED FILE 

When an output or Update File il done on a locke~ file. 
the user must have write privileges tor the directory to 
which the original file belongs (even if the user is 
pu~ting the new file in anotner directory). If the user 
doesn't have write privileges, the me.sage "No write 
access to (DIRECTORY)" is issued. The Output/Up~ate is 
not executed. 

lcha 

EXECUTE UNLOCK lcS 

The Execute UnloCk command deletes the contents of the 
partial copy associate~ with the current tile. In 
effect the file is restored to its status immediatelY 
followin~ the last up~ate or output operation on the 
file. lcSa 

e[xecuteJ u[nlockJ CA [FILENAME really 11 CA 

Where FILENAME ~ tne name of the current file 

An extra CA i. required to terminate this command to 
decrease the chance of executing this command by 

lcSal 

lcSb 

mistake. lcSc 

If the user attemDts an Execute Unlock command on a file 
that is not locked, the system will i.sue the mes.age: 
"This file is not locke~". lcSd 

If the file is lOcked by someone else, system ~1l1 issue 
message "you ~o not have this file locked". lcSe 

If the user does not have write privileges for the 
directory in Which the specified tile reSides, the 
system will issue the message: "No write access to 
(DIRECTORY)". 

lcSf 

EX~CUTE RESET lc6 

The execute reset command creates a partial copy that 
voids the contents of the current tile. lc6a 

e[xecuteJ r[eset} CA [really 1J CA lc6al 
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This command 18 essentiallY equivalent to delet1nc plex 
1 of a file. lc6b 

Like the Exeeute Unlock Command, this comman~ requires 
an extra terminating CA to decrease the chance of 
executing this command by mistake. (ShoUl~ this command 
be executed bY mistake, the Execute Unlock command may 
be used to restore the original file. but not the 
partial copy.) 

lc6c 

EXECUTE FILE VERIFY lc7 

The execute file verify command causes the system to 
check for any problems 1n the current file that would 
render 1t unacceptable for processin« bY DNts (e.l. 
structura11ncons1stancy). lc7a 

elxecuteJ title verify} CA 

In response, the sYstem will print; 

FILE VERIFY IN PROGRESS 

If no errors are detected, the above message will go 
away. Otherwise, it issues tne mes.ace: 

SAD FILE _. TYPE CA 

This message indicates that the system found an error 
in the file structure. To recOVer the file use the 
follow1n~ procedure: 

1. Issue the Execute Quit comman~, enter NL!, and 
attempt to load the tile. 

2. Execute File Verify. It still bad continue to 
next step. 

3. CheCk partial copy tile. Issue the Execute 
UnlOCk command to delete the current partial copy of 
the file. 

4. Execute File Verity. If still bad continue to 
next step. 
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5. If at this point the error message persists for 
the file, the only recourse is to return to an 
earlier version of the file. Go to EXEC, delete the 
current version, reenter NLS an~ load a previous 
version of the rile. 

lc7dS 

NULL FILE le8 

A new command, NUll File, has been added to TNLS and 
DNLS. It reQuires a file name, and will create an eMDty 
file of that name. upon completion of the command the 
user 1s left with the CM I display start at the origin 
of this new file. lcBa 

n{ull file) FILENAME CA lc8al 

If a file With the specified name alreadY eXists, then 
the message "File already exists; CA to proceed" 1s 
typed. confirmation (a CA) causes DNLS to create a new, 
empty version of the file. Any other character is 
interpreted as a new command. 

lc8b 

EXECUTE OWNERSHIP OF FILE lc9 

The Execute Ownership of File command enables the user 
to change the default directory asssociated with all 
link sp~cifications in a file. 1c9a 

e(xecuteJ o(wnership of file} DIRECTORY NAME CA 

EXECUTE FILE STATUS lclO 

The Execute status File command causes the system to 
display status information about the current file. lclOa 

e{xecute1 stratus} f[ile} CA lcloal 

When this command is execute~ the following information 
is displayed in the upper left portion of the screen: lclOb 

- the filename 
- Whether the file is lOcked or not 
- the default directory for links 
- number of statements in the file 
- the cr~ation Oate of the first version of the file 

lclObl 
lclOb2 
lclOb3 
lclOb4 
lc10bS 
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- the creation date of the current version ot the 
file 
• number of structure pages 
- nUMber of ~ata pages 
- number of total pages 
- percentage Of words used 

EXECUTE LINK STACK STATUS 

This command causes the system to display the current 
link stack in the uDper left portion of the screen. 

e{xecute} stratus} l(ink stack} CA 

1clOb6 
1clOb7 
lclOb8 
lclOb9 

lclOblO 

lcll 

1clla 

lcllal 

OUTPUT DEVICE PRINTER FILE lc12 

The Output Device Printer File command causes the system 
to convert the current file trom its random file format 
to a eeQuential format and to process it 80 that it may 
be listed at the line printer. lc12a 

The default procedure for the execution of thiS command 
causes the system to output the current file to a file 
of the same filename in the directory (PRINTER). The 
system then aSks the user how many copies are to be 
generated. This nUMber becomes the extension field Of 
the sequential file name. This procedure eliminates the 
need (if appropriate) for the user to copy the file to 
the line printer in the EXEC for each hardcOPY required of the file. AlternativelY. the user may refuse tne 
default filename and SUbsequent automatic listing by 
typing in a filename Whose directory is his own. another 
user's. i.e. any directory but (PRINTER). ThiS causes 
the system to create a sequential file in the speCified 
directory WhiCh may be SUbsequently listed bY copying it 
to "LPT:" or some file name in the directory (PRINTER" 
at th~ EXEC level. This procedure also reQuires the 
user to specify number of copies of the file. lc12b 

o{utput) d(eviee} p[rinter file FILENAME} CA ••• 
FILENAME CA 

••• {copies?} NUMBER CA 
{output ~rOcessor in progress} lc12bl 

When this command 1& executed, the current DNLS file and 
its partial copy are printed at the terminal. lc12c 
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This processor may be interrupted at any time by issuing 
the interrupt Control o. lc12d 

The file is printed beginning with the statement 
currently at the top of the ~1sPlay area. To print an 
entire file, the file must be displ&yed startin, at 
statement o. lc12e 

The user may control the format of the output from 
within the file by using the directives described in the 
output Processor GUide (7477,). output format may alSO 
be controlled by setting the v1ewspecs discussed in 
section 5 (see -- 10708,) Of this aocument prior to 
issuing the output Device command. lc12f 
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Section 3. ADDRESSING IN DNLS - JUMPING AND LINKS 

1 

JUMPING 1a 

DNLS files may. of course, contain a great deal more text 
than can be displayeo on the screen, just as a document may 
contain more than one page of text. An DNLS file 1. thought 
of as a long "scroll." The process of moving from one point 
in the scroll to another, which corresponds to turning 
pages in har~ copy, is called "jumping." There is a very 
large family of Jump commn~s. 1al 

The basic Jump command is Jump to Ite~. The user 
specifies it by entering 'j or "ji q

, and then either 
selects some statement with the cursor (using the mouse) 
or types in SPACE followe~ bY the name or number of a 
statement. The selected statement il moved to the top of 
the screen. 1ala 

Most of the Jump COMmands reference the hierarchical 
structure of the text. Thus Jump to Successor brings to 
the top of the display the next statement at the same 
level a8 the selecte~ statement; Jump to Predecessor 
does the reverse; Jump to Up starts the display with the 
statement Of Which the selected statement is a 
sUbstatement. and so forth. lalb 

The Jump to Name comman~ uses a different way Of 
addressing statements. If the first word of any 
statement is enclosed in parentheses (this is the system 
default -- the user can change the ~elim1ter 
characters), the system will recognize it as the "name" 
of the statement. Then, if this word appears somewhere 
else in the text, the user may jump to the named 
statement by pointing to the occurrence of the name, or 
bY typin~ the name. lalc 

This provides a cross-referencing capability which is 
very smooth and flexible; the command Jump to Return 
will always restore the previous display, so that the 
user may follow name references without lOSing his 
place. lalcl 

It is also possible to jump to a statement by typing its 
statement number. lald 
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JUMP COMMANDS lb 

Jump to Origin lol 

The display start 18 po.it1one~ to the origin statement. lbla 

j(ump to] o[rigin} VIEWSPEC CA lblal 

Jump to Item 102 

The ~isPlay start is pos1tione~ to the selecteO 
statement. Note that the 1 in the command specification 
may be ornitte~. lb2a 

j(ump to item) i(tem} BUG VIEWSPEC CA 
NULL lb2al 

Jump to Up lb) 

The ~1sPlay start 18 po.it1one~ to the source statement 
of the selected statement lb)a 

j(ump tol u(p} BUG VIEWSPEC CA 

Jump to Down 

The diSPlay start is positioned to the first 
8ubstatement of the selected statement 

j(ump tol d(own) BUG VIEWSPEC CA 

Jump to Successor 

The diSPlay start is positioned to the suecessor of the 
selected statement 

j(ump to} s(uccessor} BUG VIEWSPEC CA 

Jump to Predecessor 

The diSPlay start is positioned to the predecessor of 
tne selected statement. 

j(ump to] p(redecessor) BUG VIEWSPEC CA 
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Jump to Head 

The dis~lay start is positioned to the first statement 
in the ~lex where the selected statement is found. 

j[ump to} h[ead} BUG VIEWSPEC CA 

Jump to Tail 

The disPlay start 11 positioned to the last statement 
the plex where the selected statement is found. 

j(um~ to} trail} BUG VIEWSPEC CA 

Jump to End of Item 

in 

The selecte~ statement ~etermines & branch. and the last 
statement in that branch i8 placed at the top ot the 

lb7 

lb7a 

1b7al 

lb8 

lb6a 

lb8al 

lb9 

display. lb9a 

jlump e[nd of} i{tem} BUG VIEWSPEC CA 
NULL lb9al 
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LINKS le 

A "link" is a string of text. occurring in an ora1nary file 
statement, which indicates a cross-reference of some kind. 
It may refer to another statement in the file, or to a 
statement in some other file. POSSiblY belonging to another 
DNLS user. Us1nc links is similar to the Loaa File command 
except that it is quicker and allows the user to reference 
any location in the tile. Using linkS also enables the 
user to embed precise eroS I-references in a tile for 
sUbsequent on-line reaa1ng. lcl 

The text of the link is both human-readable an~ 
maChine-readable, and the comman~ Jump to Link permits the 
user to ~oint to the linK with tne mOUle and immediatly lee 
the material referenced. le2 

In general, the syntax of the link is: lel 

(directorY.filename,address:viewspec) lc)a 

directory a lc)b 

toe directory aSlociated with the filename. If not 
specified, the current user's direetory i8 assumed 
unle.s the Declare DefaUlt Directory command (see 
Section 2. -- 10705,) was used to IPec1fy another 
directory. lc3bl 

filename = lc3c 

the name of the file to be accessed (i.e •• the name 
field only). If filename is omitted, the system 
assumeS that the link refers to a location in the 
current file. lc3cl 

adOress = lc3d 

a statement number or name indicating the exact 
location in the file Which appear as the first 
statement on the diSPlaY. It ad~re.s 18 not 
specified, the system assumes the origin statement of 
the tile. lc3dl 
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v1ews~ecs • lc3e 

a series of view specifications, or format codes 
which control the way the file will appear when 
accesse~ through the link. If not specified, the 
system uses the viewspecs i effec when the link is 
executed. Viewspecs are aiscussed later in thiS 
document (see section S -- 10708,). lc)el 

Links are usuallY delimited bY rilht parentheses. However. 
they may also be delimited by anile brackets ("("and H)") 
or preceded by two dashes ("--"). Also, right and left 
delimiters may be use~ in any combination. e.l. a link may 
begin with the chracters "--" and end with a left 
parethes1s. lc4 

An example of a link il (Smith, Plans, Longranre:ebtng). lc5 

The first item in the link indicates that the re!ernced 
file belongs to a user named smith; the second is the 
name of the file; tne third is the name of a statement 
in the file (& statement number may alsO be use~)J and 
the string Of characters fOllowing the colon controls 
the VIEWSPECs to set up a particular view of tne 
material. lcSa 

The Use of inter file link. permits the construction of 
large linked structures made up of many files, and stUdY 
of these files as if they were all sections of a Single 
document. lcSb 

other examples inclUdes lc6 

(see -- 7000.) lc6a 

<3> lc6b 

(mYfile,:x) lc6c 
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RETURN JUMPS ld 

General 101 

The commands "JumD to Return" and "Jum~ to File Return" 
permit the user to return automatically from any jump to 
a previous view. Thus links may be freely used without 
the ~ancer of losing one's place. lOla 

The Intrafile Return Ring ld2 

All jumps made within a file (except JUMPs made with 
"Jump to Return" and "Jump to Ahead") are recor~ed in an 
ordered list called the Intrat11e Return Ring. The rinl 
may have up to five entries, each ot which recorda a 
display start position and a let of display parameters 
•• i.e. the information neede~ for comolete 
recon8truction of a view. assuming that no editinl take. 
place. ld2a 

The list 1s a ring in the sense that its end8 are 
joined; i.e. the first entry 1s also the 11at successor 
of the last entry. A pointer indicates the "current" 
entry, i.e., the entry containing information for the 
current view. Each new jump (except "Return" and 
"Ahead") causes a new entry to be made ahead of the 
current entry, and the pointer 1s moved to the new 
entry. ld2b 

The command "JUMP to Return" causes the pointer to be 
moved back one entry and the display is recreated from 
the new "current" entry. NO changes are made in the 
entries themselves. ld2c 

The command "Jump to Ahead" causes the pOinter to be 
moved forward one entry, and the di8plaY 1s recreated 
trom the new "current" entry. NO changes are made in the 
entries themselves. ld2d 

It will be seen that because of the ring structure of 
the list. repeated use of "Jump to Return" or "Jump to 
Ahead" will eventually bring the user back to the 
starting pOint. ld2e 
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The user may "step" through the ring by issu1ng either 
the Jump to File Return or the Jump to File Ahea~ 
command and entering a Space Character instead of the 
confirming CA when the name of the next file in the rine 
is displayed on the screen. The user may continue 
hitting the Space character in response to each filename 
displayed on the screen until any particular file is 
found Whereupon entering a CA in response to the desired 
filename will cause the system to execute the return or 
ahead. ld2f 

It should alsO be remembered that each new entry in the 
ring alwaYs ~oes jUlt ahead of the "current" entry, and 
that an old entry may be overwritten 1n the process. ld2g 

The "JUMP to File Return" and "Jump to File Ahead" 
Commands ld2h 

These commands are exactly analogous to the 
corresponding 1ntrafile JUMP commands. "Jump to File 
Return" moves the pointer back one entry and creates 
a new display from the information 1n the new 
"current" entry, and "Jump to File Ahead" does the 
reverse. ld2hl 
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section 4. EDITING AND COMPOSITION 

1 

OOMPOSITION la 

Composition is simply the creation of new text material as 
content for a file. la1 

In the simplest case, the user gives the comman~ "Insert 
statement" bY typing "is". He tben pOints (us1nl the 
mouse) to an exi.tine .tatement; the system di.plaY8 a new 
statement number Which is the locical successor, at the 
same level, as the statement pointed to. The u.er may 
chanle the level of this number upwar~ by typing a "UH or 
~ownwar~ bY typing a "dUe The new .tatement number 1s 
chanced accordinlly bY the system. la2 

The user then types the text Of the new statement trom the 
keYboard. on the screen, the top part Of the text-disPlay 
area is cleared and characters are diSPlayed here a8 they 
are typed. When the statement is finiShed, the user hitB a 
CA (command accept) button on the keyboard or mOUle, and 
the system recreates the display with the new .tatement 
following the one that was pointe~ to. 1a3 

New material maY alSO be a~ded to ex1.tinR statement. bY 
means of command. sueh as In.ert Word, Insert Text, and 
others. PrOperly speaking. these operations are for 
modification rather than composition, and are discussed 
beloW. 1a4 

EDITING lb 

A large re~ertoire ot editinl commandS il provided for file 
modification. These command. operate UDon variouS kindS of 
text entities. Within .tatement., they may operate upon 
single character.~ words, and arbitrar~ strings of text 
~efined by pOinting to the first and last characters. lbl 

This let of eommandl is not restric~ed to operation 
within one .tatement at a time) for example, a word may 
be moved or copied from one statement to another. lbla 
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Thee~1tinl fUnctions also operate at the structural level, 
taking statements or sets of statements as operan~8. A 
number of special entities have been defined tor this 
purpose: for example, a "branch" consists o~ some 8pec1fle~ 
statement, plus all of its substatements, plus all Of their 
sUbstatements, etc. A branch can be deleted. move~ to a new 
position 1n the structure, etc. lb2 
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COMMANDS lc 

INSERT lcl 

Insert Character lcla 

LIT 1s 1nserte~ imme4iately after the selected 
character lelal 

i(nsert} c(haracter} BUG tIT CA lelala 

Insert Word lclb 

LIT is inserted after the selected word. with an 
1nterven1nl SPACE. lclbl 

i{nsert} w(ord} aUG LIT CA lclbla 

Insert Visible lclc 

LIT is inserted after the selected viSible, with a 
SPACE between. lclcl 

i(nsert} vlisible} BUG LIT CA lclcla 

Insert Link lcld 

Th~ link 1, inserted after the selected visible, with 
a SPACE between. lcldl 

i(nsert} l(ink} BUG LIT CA leldla 

LIT and the visible ,elected by BUG are both required 
to have the syntax of a vali~ link (see section 3 of 
this document -- 10706). lcld2 

Insert Number lcle 

LIT 1s inserted after the .elected visible, with a 
SPACE between. lclel 

i(nsert} n[umber} BUG LIT CA lelela 

Insert Text lclf 

LIT is inserted after the selected character. This 
command i8 identical to the insert character command. lcltl 

1{nsert} t(ext} BUG LIT CA lclfla 
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Insert Invisible lclg 

LIT is inserted immediatelY after tne selected 
invisible. lclll 

1{nsert} 1{nv1sible} BUG LIT CA lclgl& 

Insert Statement lclh 

LIT becomes the text of a new statement or set of 
statements, tOllowing the selected statement at a 
level determined bY the LEVADJ. lclhl 

1(nsert} s{tatementJ BUG SLEVADJ SPACE LIT OA 
NULL CA CDOT lclhla 

LEVADJ = lclh2 

any number of up or Oown level specifications (u 
or d respectively) which indicates that the 
statement to is be inserted x levels hieher or 
lower than the statement specified bY BUG. u and d 
may also be preceded bY an 1nteler value 
indicating the number of levels up or down. Thil 
specification may include both u's d's. which 
cancel out each other on a one-to- one basis. lclh2a 

CDOT = 
"center dot" Character means continue insert 
command. This option allows the user to continue 
inserting statements at the same andlor other 
levels. When this delimiter is used, tne syntax 
for inserting SUbsequent Itatements 18 the same as 
though the user had entered the Insert command UD 
to and including the first CA; the system expects 
the user to enter a level specification and/or 

lcln3 

LIT. lclh)a 

When a new statement i8 inserted into a file, all 
statements following the ~lace of insertion are 
automatically renumbered bY the system al neeessary. lclh4 

The maximum number of characters allowed per 
statement is approximatelY 2000. Every Itatement 
consists of at least one character. lclh5 
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After this eommano is executed the OM is posit1one~ 
to the first character Of the most recently inserted 
statement. lc1h6 
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Section S. VIEW CONTROL OPERATIONS 

1 

VIEWSPECS la 

INTRODUCTION la1 

In DNLS the user 1s at all timel "viewinl" a file. 
certain ~arameters are in effect at all times Which 
control tne ~recise nature of the View a uler has Of • 
file. These parameters are c&11e~ viewspee. and .everal 
of the DNLS commands documented 1n this Reference Guide 
allow their specification .1 part of the execution of 
the command. la1& 

Generally speakine, the most common and imDortant use of 
view.pecs il to Cau.e lome of the statement. in the file 
(or part ot the file) to be ilnored (not di.played) for 
various reasons. ThUS, for example, certain important 
v1ew8~ec8 have the effect Of ienorinl all statements 
that are below a I~ecified level 1n the hierarchical 
file Itructure. lalb 

When the user first enters DNLS, all of the v1ew8peci 
are automatically preset to .tan~ard values. 
Whenever the user issues a view8pecs commana or 
certain others as noted in this document, he has the 
option Of changing any Of the view,pecs bY typing 
special one-letter codes. lalbl 

VIEWSPEC CONTROL 1&2 

VIEWSPECs may be controlle4 in four ways) durinK certain 
commands such a8 Jump or Load, with the View set 
command, in a link or from the key-et in ea.e 3. (The 
viewspecs may also be set from the keyboard with the 
right-hand and center buttons on the mouse down, i.e. in 
case 3 position.) 1&2a 

During the Jump and Load command. (and a few other.), 
there is a point where the VIEWSPEOs in the upper 
left-han~ corner of the display become large, 
1n~icatin« that all VIEWSPECI are accessible to 
chanle. They may then be changed bY typing the codes 
in from the keyboard or keyset al upper- or 
lower-case letters. la2&1 
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The View Set command May be used to achieve exactly 
the same effect without doing anything else. 1a2&2 

A link May contain a strine of VIEWSPEC code., 
preceded bY a colon, as the last element in the 
parentheses. 1&2&3 

Caee 3 may ~e used to let all of the VIEWSP~C. that 
are not capital letters, al Shown 1n the table Of 
keyset codes. This may be done at any time. 1&2&4 

Note that the chord tor each VIEWSPEC corresponds 
to the appropriate lower-case letter in Cale o. 1&2&4a 

After VIEWSPECs have been given in this fashion, 
it 1s necessary to hit Chord 00110. Case 3 for 
"new view," (or otherwise cause the display to be 
recreated), before the new VIEWSPECs will become 
effective. la2akb 

VIEWSPEC DEFINITIONS 1&3 

INTRODUCTION la)a 

There are two types of viewspecs. The first type 
inclUdes the Level and Line speCifications Whose 
value may range from 1 to ALL. la)&l 

The remaining viewspec8 are ON/OFF switches for 
various DNLS features. Each 1s controlled by a pair 
of one-letter co~es, one of WhiCh turns the feature 
ON and the other of WhiCh turns it OFF. Note that 
some of these co~es are capital letters; it is 
important to distinguish between capital and 
lower-case view spec codes, because they have 
different effects. 1&3a2 

LEVELS VIEWSPEC la)b 

The Levels viewspec speCifies how many levels Of the 
file structure are to be displayed. InitiallY, level 
is set to its standard value of ALt. la)bl 

DNLS dis~lays only statements whose level is equal to 
or nigher than the current level s~ecit1cation. 
This v1ewspec also affects the output in the output 
Device comMand and restricts the effect of the 
Substitute and Assimilate commands. 1a3b2 
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d sets L to 1 
c sets L to ALL 
a setl L to L-l 
b sets L to L+l 
e sets L relative 1a]b2a 

(i.e. L il set to the level ot the first 
statement to be displayed bY the command, i.e. 
the statement specified in the command.) For 
example. if a "jump to item" specified a 
statement whose statement number was "5a2". 
only first, second, and third level statements 
would be displayed. la)b2al 

where L • current level specification 

Note: it is possible to set the Levell viewlpec to 0 
bY u.e of the a view,pec. However, this setting 1. 
meaningful only if the oricin statement is aisPlayed. 
When the Levels views Dec in 1s effect. only the 

la3b3 

origin statement is disPlayed. 1a304 

LINES VIEWSPEC la]c 

The lines viewspec is a value from 1 to ALL whiCh 
allows the user to specify how many line. of each 
statement are to be disPlayed. The lines viewspec is 
preset to ALL; if the user changes it to, for 
example. 3. onlY the first three lines ot any 
statement will be disPlayed. la]cl 

The codes for settinl the lines viewspec are as 
follOWS: la)c2 

t sets T to 1 
s sets T to ALL 
Q sets T to T-l 
r sets T to T+l la)c2a 

LINES AND LEVELS VIEWSPECS la)d 

In a~dition. to the viewspees for lines and levelS 
there are two extremely useful codes that affect both 
levels an~ lines: la)dl 

x sets levels and lines to 1 
w sets levels and lines to ALL la3dla 
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STATEMENT NUMBERS ONIOFF (Co~es min) 

NormallY, when a statement is displayed, its 
statement number is not ~r1nted at the beginning of 
the first line. stateMent numbers may be seen by 
using the viewspee "M". 

m turns statement numbers ON 
n turns them OFF. 

The standard setting for this view.pee il orr (n). 

STATEMENT NAMES ONIOFF (Codes C/D) 

NormallY, when a statement is aisplayeO. its 
statement name (if any) is visible. 

c turns statement names ON 
D turns them OFF 

The Itandard settinl for this view.pec is ON (C). 

la)e 

la)el 

1a)el& 

la)e2 

1&3t 

la3tl 

1&)f1a . 

1&)£2 

BLANK LINES BETWEEN STATEMENTS ON/OFF (Codes y/z) 1&)1 

The view. pee code "y" causes DNLS to out blank linea 
between statements. This makes the display more 
rea4&ble. 1&)11 

y turns blanK lines ON 
z turns them OFF. 1a311& 

The standard setting tor thi. viewsDec 1. OFF (z). 1a312 

I~DENTATION or STATEMENTS ACCORDING TO LEVEL ONIOFF 
(Codes AlB) l&)h 

DNLS normally indents according to level when it 
displays statements. This can be IUPpressed by the 
viewspec "8", causing all statements to be diB~layed 
flush at the left margin. la)hl 

A turns 1n~ent1ng ON 
H turns 1n~ent1ng orF la)hl& 

The standar6 setting for this device is ON (A). la)h2 
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CREATE NEW VIEW (Co~e F) l&)i 

The VIEWSPEC code f has & .~ecial effectJ instead of 
setting a parameter, it acts as a "command," causinr 
the diSPlay to be recreated and putting into effect 
any parameter changes that have been made since the 
last time the display was recreated. la)11 

AUTOMATIC DISPLAY RECREATION (COdes u/v) la3j 

Certain commandS cause the display to recreated when 
executed. The user may deter display recreation 
(i.e •• until the user issues a command which 
specifically recreates the display, such as jump to 
item. or ilsuinl the "I" viewspee) by using the 
Viewlpec "v". This feature 1s uleful when the user 
is performing a repetitious series of in.ert 
statements, Xset commands. etc. However, caution 
should be eXerciled When using thi. view. pee as the 
user may unintentionallY affect statements previoully 
moved, inserted, etc. while thiS views pee is in 
effect. la)jl 

u causes the display to be automatically recreated la3jla 

v inhibits automatic display recreation la3jlb 

The normal settin~ i8 u (recreate display) la3jlc 

DISPLAY MODE BRANCH-ONLY/NORMAL/PLEX-ONLY (Codes I/h/i) la)k 

When the display moOe is BRANCH-ONLY, DNLS looks tor 
the end of the branch define~ bY the d1s~laY·8tart 
statement. If it comes to the end of the branch, it 
en~s the d18~laY there. ThUS, in effect. it diSPlays 
only one branCh (of course, the branch may not fit on 
the diSPlaY, in Which case the BRANCH-ONLY mode makes 
no difference for that view). la)kl 

Similarly. when the diSPlay view ia PLEX-ONLY the 
dis~laY is restricted to the plex defined bY the 
display-start statement. la)k2 

Normally, DNLS keeps ~utt1ng more statements on the 
display until the screen i8 full or the end of the 
file is reached. la3k3 

g sets view to BRANCH-ONLY la)k)a 
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h sets it to NORMAL 

1 sets it to PLEX-ONLY 

The default setting is normal (h). 

This views pee affects output Device. Output 
Quickprint, output Sequential File, an4 SUbstitute 

la3k)b 

la3k)e 

la)k)d 

commands. laJk4 

FROZEN STATEMENT DISPLAY ONIOFF (Codes O/P) 1a31 

If this feature is ON, any statements that have been 
frozen with previous "Freeze" commands (lee seetion k 
.- 10707,) are displayed at the top of the screen. 
Below the last frozen statement is a dotted line, 
followed bY as much of the normal diSPlay as will 
fit. 1&311 

o turns frozen statements ON 1a)11& 

p turns frozen stateMents OFF. la)llb 

The standard letting is OFF (p). laJl1c 

VIEW SET COMMAND la)m 

The View set command enables the user to use the 
v1ewspec features of DNLS at any time (i,e. beSides 
during link, out~ut device, jump to. substitute, etc. 
operations). la3ml 

v(iew set) VIEWSPECS CA 

where VIEWSPECS = any series of valid v1ewspec 
codes 

V1ewspecs activated by the View, Jump to, etc. 
commands remain in effect until deactivated bY their 
OPPOSites in subSequent commandS, or until the user 
leaves DNLS. 
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VIEWSPEC DISPLAY AREA AND DEFAULTS VIEWPSECS 1&4 

The current settings of six VIEWSPECs are displayed on 
two lines in the upper left-hand corner of the screen. la4& 

The top lines shows "L" ana "T", which appear either 
as numbers or as the word "ALL." 1a4a1 

The second line shows four VIEWSPECs: laia2 

I, 1, or h for branch-onlY, Plex onlY, or normal 
mOde 1a4a2a 

i, j, or k for content-analyzer on. off, or 
reversed la4a2b 

The use of content analyzer patterns and the 
viewspecs Which effect them are delcribed in 
the L10 programming Guide (see _. 9246,). la4a2bl 

m or n for statement numbers on or off laha2c 

u or v for recreate or defer recreate la4a2d 
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MULTIPLE DISPLAY AREAS lb 

ordinarily, in DNLS. the user has one "view" of & tile. 
There are a set of commands whieh. however, enable the user 
to expand the number of views he may have of the same 
and/or other files. This feature is governed by the Goto 
Display area sUbsystem which consists ot the following 
commana set. lbl 

GOTO DISPLAY AREA CONTROL lOla 

This command allows the user to execute commands 
which control the number of views the user may have 
of files. 

eloto} d(1splay area control} 

once the user enters the seQuence of character. "g 
d t

', DNLS expects any of the following sUbcommands. 

HORIZONTAL SPLIT 

This eommand splits the display horizontally. 

hlorizontal split} BUG CA 

The display is split where the BUG occured 
horizontally (into an upper and lower segment) 
the bu~ge~ location moving the 1ma~e of the 
original displaY area to the upper or lower 
se«ment depending on whether the eusor is above 
belOW the bUgged position when the final CA 18 
input. 

No displaY area will be created which is 

at 

or 

lblal 

lblala 

lbla2 

lbla) 

lbla3a 

lbla)al 

lbla)b 

smaller then two lines by 20 columns (usin~ the 
character size of the original display area). lbla3bl 

VEPTICAL SPLIT lblaa 

This command splits the screen vertically. lbla4a 

v[ertical split} BUG CA lblahal 
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The display area 1s split where the BUG occured 
vertically (into a left and right segment) at the 
bugge~ location moving the image of the original 
displaY area to the left or rirht segment 
deOending on Whether the cursor i8 to the left or 
right of the bUgged position when the final CA is 
input. lbla~b 

NO display area will be created which is 
smaller then two lines by 20 columns (using the 
character size of the original display area). lbla4bl 

MOVE BOUNDARY IblaS 

This command enables tne user to move view area 
boundaries. lblaSa 

m(ove boundary} BUGl BUG2 CA lblaSal 

The selected boundary (BUG1) is moved to the new 
position (8U02). A boundary will not be moved 
passed & boundary of a neighbor. A boundary 1s 
moveO for all diSPlaY areas for which it is a 
boundary. Any reSulting diSPlay area which is 
smaller than two lines by 20 columna will bP 
deleted. lblaSb 

FORMAT DISPLAY AREA/CHARACTER SIZE lbla6 

This command allows the u.er to change the image 
size of the character on the display. lbla6a 

f(ormat display areal c(haracter size} NUMBER CA lbla6b 

The current character size of the display area 
which currently contain. the cursor is oisplayed. 
and the user may type a number (0_ 1. 2, 3) for a 
new Character size. The final CA cauaes the 
character size to be changed. The horizontal and 
vertical increments are automaticallY aajuste~. 
Different diSPlay areas may simultaneously have 
different character sizes. 1bla6c 
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CLEAR DISPLAY AREA lbla7 

The bugged ~ilplay area is cleared, i.e. the ima«e 
is erased, the return and file return r1nls are 
released, and tne association of a file with that 
display area is removed. The disPlaY area itself 
is not deleted. 1bla7a 

c{le&r display area} BUG CA lbla7al 

One may freely edit and jump usin« several display areas. 
The Dos1tion Of the cursor il used to resolve ambiguities. lb2 

For eXample, If one executes a Jump command, the 
position of the cursor when the final command aecept is 
entered determines in which disPlay area the new image 
il to appear. lb2a 

Also, If one changes viewlpeci using the leftmost two 
buttons of the mouse, the viewspecs of the disPlay area 
containing the cursor when the button. go down are used 
as the initial values and are displayed in tne viewspec 
area. When tne buttons are released, the di'splaY area 
containing the cursor receives the new view.pees. lb2b 
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DNLS/EXEC 

Section 6. DNLS/EXEC 

1 

INTRODUCTION 1& 

The onlY EXECUTIVE command documente~ here is the DNLS 
access comlnand. All other commanas of interest to the DNLS 
user are documented in the TNLS User Guide (see -- 7470.). la1 

ACCESSING DNLS 10 

In order for the user to enter DNLS. he must use the 
EXECUTIVE command DNLS. lb1 

@nls CR 
(1a:) IDENT OR 
(device:) d(1splaY} lbla 
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